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QUESTION 1

You have a requirement to verify the costing results, such as debit and credit, of a particular payroll run at costing
segments combination level, without manually adding the individual costing results. Which two options achieve this
requirement? 

A. Run the Payroll Activity Report in Detail scope. 

B. Run the Payroll Costing Report in Summary scope. 

C. You can use the OTBI - Payroll Run Costing Real Time subject area. 

D. You cannot achieve this requirement. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which status should you select for your flow pattern so it is available under "Submit a Payroll Flow"? 

A. Active. Payroll Flow 

B. Active. Process of Report 

C. Active. Flow Pattern Submission 

D. Active. Process. Report, or Payroll Flow 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You are creating a car allowance element. The rules for this allowance need to reference the salary balance. How can
you meet this requirement? 

A. Associate the salary balance to a calculation card and reference the calculation card in the allowance element
formula. 

B. Enter the salary balance value as an input value on the car allowance element. 

C. Create a balance feed to feed the salary balance to the car allowance element. 

D. Reference the database item and appropriate dimension for the salary balance in the allowance element formula. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer wants to distribute the costs of a benefits element, which is at payroll relationship level, to employee
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earnings. How should you define the costing rules to meet this requirement? 

A. Create the costing of type "Costed" and because it is a relationship level element, it automatically distributes the
costs over earnings elements. 

B. Create a distribution group with earnings elements and create the distributed costing on relationship level element. 

C. you cannot distribute the costs of an element. 

D. Create the costing as Fixed Costed on payroll relationship level element, because the element is at relationship level.
It automatically distributes costs for earnings elements, which are at assignment level. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer\\'s organization has three Business Units ?BU1, BU2, and BU3. You have an Onsite Allowance element,
which is at Assignment level, for which only the employees in BU2 and BU3 are eligible. How do you define the element
eligibility for Onsite Allowance element so that the element entry is restricted only for BU2 and BU3? 

A. You cannot meet the requirement as you cannot create element eligibility using business unit as the eligibility
criteria. 

B. Onsite Allowance element should be defined as the Payroll Relationship level element so that the element eligibility
can be defined using Business Unit as the criteria. 

C. Define the element eligibility as an Open Eligibility and create an element entry only for employees with BU2 and
BU3. 

D. Define multiple element eligibilities using BU2 and BU3 for Business Unit criteria. 

Correct Answer: A 
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